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Introduction 

 
This report will look at the company, existing business model, 

application, token information and current community. This report was 
carried out as of 24th January 2018. We do not endorse any 

investment and we are not financial advisors. We merely look to 
research Initial Token Offerings, based on existing available 

information.  
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Key 
 
 
 

 

Excellent 
 
This rarely used category, highlights a particular research point 
that indicates a unique selling point.  

Positive 

 

On Target 
 
This reflects how truthful the research item or statistic is. Can 
also relate to best practice in this area is being achieved.  

Positive 

 

Checks out  
 
This reflects some positives in the research item. Just looking 
at what has been achieved and how it may benefit the token 
holder.  

Positive 

 

Further Research  
 
Not enough information, or information is ambiguous. It is 
suggested that further enquiries are made.  

Neutral 

 

Warning 
 
This highlights considerations, i.e if company has marketed 
themselves larger than actual or imply a larger team than 
currently agreed.  

Negative  

 

Stop 
 
This is used when something does not look right and raises 
suspicions of the research item.  

Negative 
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Company Introduction 
 

Is the company incorporated?  
 
WELL is incorporated in Delaware as Well, Inc. C Corporation on June 4, 2015 (File # 
5760572): 
 

What is the companies ambition? 
 

● They plan to be a global solution for medical care records.  
 

● A platform for doctors and medical practitioners to globally register themselves and offer 
their services. 

 
● Combining the two to create a market between patients and doctors. They aim to get 

patients to trust their system for storing personal health records, and offer health 
practitioners a platform to market their services to a database of existing patients.  

 
● To allow third party service providers like pharmacies to access data and offer 

prescriptions via the platform.  
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Existing Business 
 
By 2017, it had the largest therapist network in California. WELL has conducted over 13,000 
patient therapy visits, serving more than 1,600 patients. Since its inception, WELL has 
generated nearly $1 million. Note profit is not declared. They may be in debt or be break-even.  
 
Estimated Company Valuation: $1.5 million 
*Valued calculated based on averaging the $1 million turnover over 2016 and 2017 - averaging 
at $500k per year. The valuation is based on 3 times of this amount with a consideration of 
about 15% Net Profit. This is an average business return and this calculation does not consider 
a company running at a loss or break-even.  

Certification  
WELL is Medicare certified and obtained its Medicare license (National Provider Identifier # 
1699123737) on June 16, 2017.  
 

 

 They can claim patient costs back from MediCare.  

Location 
 
Tel: 310-384-0970 
929 COLORADO AVE  
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401-2716  
United States 
 
Tel: 424-221-5012  
2280 SAWTELLE BLVD. # 101  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064  
United States 
 

 

Street Map search brings a commercial building but for Gross Campus 
 
The building is a shared office and can be used part-time from $50 per month. But 
can also be used to hire by desk or office room.  
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Trademark 
 
On Thursday, May 21, 2015, a U.S. federal trademark registration was filed for WELL by Well, 
Inc., Santa Monica, CA 90401. The USPTO has given the WELL trademark serial number of 
86638268. The current federal status of this trademark filing is REGISTERED. The 
correspondent listed for WELL is RICHARD C. GILMORE of Maschoff Brennan Laycock 
Gilmore Israels, (Solicitors) 201 S Main St Ste 600, Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2212 . The WELL 
trademark is filed in the category of Computer & Software Products & Electrical & Scientific 
Products. 
 

 

 Application 86638268 - The brand is protected.  

 

Start of Company 
 
Assessing the team profile lengths, it appears that this project has been running in the 
background for 2-3 years - mainly from California USA.  

Partners 
 
Note that the suggested “who we work with” is a bit deceptive, it implies they are partners, when 
from appearance they are software systems, that is provided to other medical clinics and other 
service providers. Further research and questions to team is needed to clarify what types of 
relationships are these.  
 
They also refer to a platform, MyMattixx, used for claims prescriptions management, which 
processes 3.2 million prescriptions per year. They have recently been acquired by Express 
Scripts, that processes 1 billion prescriptions.  
 

 

 A bit ambiguous, do they partner with platforms i.e get access to clients 
on MyMattrixx (Express Scripts Platform) 
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Application  
 
According to the white paper they have demonstrated the telemedicine platform with 110 
Doctors.  
 
Possible initial application features, include remote monitoring, connectivity with patient devices, 
video and conference capabilities, and integrations with various records systems. 
 

 

Technology Ambition  
 
They aim to track every transaction to the service providers and perhaps medical record edits. 
This is quite an extensive task to achieve as it requires many multiple solidity contracts or a 
complex contract. It is most likely the last thing to be implemented as they work on the 
centralized user interface and database system first.  
 
“The WELL system will use machine learning to determine the most important data-driven 
factors of service quality and use this data to select and reward its clinicians for highest quality 
service and best healthcare results.” 
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Technology Comparison  
 
Having briefly tested the Demo, it is very basic web service. You can create an account, log in 
and see demo providers. At the moment, it appears you can only send messages and has some 
bugs. 
 

  

  
It also embeds an Iframe from another system, https://demo-dn.eazyscripts.com/sign-in which 
implies they may have less features on this platform concept, and initially may be using DN 
Telemed instead for most of the services.  
 
Note they also have a practitioner demo application - but according to Bitcoin Talk, they have 
only 2 neurologists testing the platform.  
 

  
 

 

Demo Review 
 
Upon the review of the demo, it does not seem that they would have used the 110 
health practitioners as testers, which implies the application is more in a concept 
stage, rather than MVP stage. 
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Token Usage  
The Token is an Access / Voucher, towards future purchase and usage of services from 
doctors, pharmacies and other related service providers via the platform. They also state they 
will have a charitable aspect, collecting vai small transactions to fund this and perhaps the 
ability to vote on free treatments if you hold tokens.  
 
Note according to their whitepaper, the software application will be centralised, basically run 
from a traditional cloud provider, with integration with the Ethereum blockchain for record 
authentication. The application will take many payment options, and it assumed, that ETH gas 
will be spent to record this transaction which is likely to funded by the company.  
 
Also the blockchain record, is a mere log entry, a pointer to data. It does not actually contain the 
medical data, this will be stored centrally, it is just a small amount of data that authenticates that 
record. This is to comply with HIPAA compliance on patient data.  
 
Tokens can be used for spending within platform, but will compete with other payments, such as 
VISA, Bank Transfer, other cryptocurrencies etc.  
 
The company expects due to limited issuance, that the tokens will be inflation-resistant. They 
suggest that they will be available on exchanges, but you will be able to redeem them within 
platform. Does not state at what value, if market dedicated or fixed offering or even how they will 
handle the fiat deposits equivalent. 
 
They plan to use the WELLs token as a means of acquiring insurance through partners, though 
this data will be based on a more traditional insurance assessment. 
 
Interesting approach is that they will use incentives via gamification with actions associated 
within platform and token contract. But due to fix cap, they may need to use from existing token 
pot or buy back from the market.  
 

 

 Token Usage seems to be limited by competing currencies on platform.  
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Token usage implies buybacks, as certain transactions via the planned 
platform requires converting to fiat for payment to Doctors and other 
service providers.  

Token Value 

Is it a BlockChain or a Token? 
It is a ethereum solidity contract built on the blockchain. As thus restricted till scaling 
opportunities exist on the ethereum platform. It is a utility token, as such does not provide 
dividends, so is not a security. 
 
Hard Cap: $28 Million  
Soft Cap:  $3 Million  
 
Duration: 3 Months  
 
Tokens created 1.5 Billion priced at $0.10 per 1 WELL ($15 Million) if raised before 31st 
January, otherwise they plan to tier if off via bonus. At the end of the crowd fund the token is 
expected to be $0.18 - What is not sold is burnt at a maximum reduction of 100 million tokens. 
Leaving a minimum token cap of 1.4 Billion.  

Distribution  
40% is on the market (Estimated available supply on exchanges: 600 million) 
40% for business 
20% Team and Product Launch* 
 
Note it is unclear how many tokens are given to team members as bonus on onepager 
document and how much will be kept for product launch.  
 
But according to the table on full white paper, they change this headline amount to 20% for all 
the Team (300 million tokens) with the ability to sell 75 million in first year.  
 

 

 Team members able to sell 2.5% of total distribution in first year, then 
every year for 3 more years.  
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Expected Earnings  
 
WELL as an organisation will earn from the following, but not seem to pay back to WELL Token 
holders as dividends.  
 

 

Well Inc will seem to benefit the most, as their will be no dividends shared 
with the original token investors. Token investors will have to rely on 
usage as utility for some features within platform.  

 

Payable Services that they will offer:  
 
“Transactions:  A small fee on each transaction covers the marginal cost of that transaction and 
commitment to their charitable mission.  
 
Ancillary Services: As a global healthcare marketplace, WELL will earn fees from services such 
as translations, pharmacy orders, partnerships, trials, access to training, de-identified data, and 
access to de-identified health histories. WELL will share these fees with patients and doctors 
who opt to participate in data-sharing programs.  
 
Remote Patient Monitoring: WELL offers its solution for chronic conditions and pain 
management. We provide connected devices like iPads and other sensors and have medical 
practitioners on call. Clients pay monthly or annual subscriptions for themselves or their loved 
ones.  
 
Network Access: Base access to the platform will be free or minimum cost. Larger and more 
complex medical organizations will pay for software implementation and customization” 
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Team 

Core Team 
 
The core team, that appears to be part of the day to day are 4 members, highlighted in bold. 
The core team seems small, and only 2 members have existed for at least 18 months within the 
company.  
 

Name Job Type Category Experience Endorsements Network Strength 

Ildar 
Fazulyanov 

CEO Operations 21 years 257 2364 High 

Yetkin 
Timocin 

Software 
Engineer 

Technology 8 years 117 500+ High 

Alexander 
Prokhorov 

Investor / 
Shareholder 

Operations Unknown N/A N/A Unknown 

Dmitry 
Semenov 

Software 
Engineer 

Technology 9 Years 107 500+ Medium 

Matthew 
Lefferman 

Doctor Product 12 Years 40 295 Medium 

Nate Flake Manager Product 9 Years 105 1101 Medium 

 
Note that they have 24 employees listed on Linkedin, which is a fair size for the company. Note 
though they have 9 employees who are actual practitioners, like therapists and counselors.  
 

 

Unable to clarify position or involvement.  
 
Seems to be Alexander is an investor, as his other company FinSight Ventures, 
are venture capitalists and generally invest and not have any input on product or 
technology.  

 

 

Dmitry is a subcontractor and works via the platform Upwork, which implies that 
Well is not an employee of WELL Inc and will work perhaps initially has a 
freelance contractor.  
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Advisory Team 
 
The advisory team, most likely being reimbursed via tokens, may be just endorsers of the 
project. There is no description of what services if any they will provide, apart from general 
advisory or consulting.  

 
Name Title Category Experience Endorsements Network Strength 

Istvan Csatari Consultant 

 

Marketing 5 years 259 533 Low 

Paul Brown Professor Operations 25 years 256 3005 High 

Brian Hansen Consultant Operations 18 years 151 500+ Excellent 

Harry Nelson Solicitor Legal 25 years 283 10630 High 

Robert 
Zimmerman 

Cyber 
Security 

HealthTech 38 years 152 2127 High 

Josh Fonger Consultant Operations 4 years 179 500+ Medium 

 

 
Note there are experienced names that are advisories, which is well in line of 
best practice with good use of panels skill sets, matching their offering.  

 

 

Also interesting involvement from a well established and right experienced 
advisor - Brian Hansen - VP of ancestry.com  
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Community 
They have pretty much the established places to have a web presence, but most are limited in 
network affect. It is still early and I expect that they have a small dedicated PR team to focus 
and increase the online following.  

 
 Followers  Strength 

Linkedin 138  Low 

Bitcoin Talk   Low 

Medium 23  Low 

Steemit 15  Low 

Reddit N/A No company page Low 

Twitter 701  Low to Medium 

Instagram 485  Low 

Telegram 1528  Medium 

Facebook 861  Low to Medium 
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Conclusion 
It appears the WELL Inc company has been running a business off existing third party software 
systems and has internally established business processes. Growing the team to about 24 
employees with 40% actually providing the end service to clients in California USA.  
 
The business seems established in its local area, but seems to have minimum exposure for a 
national product, considering they are approaching this globally.  
 
From their business model, to really scale to a global market, they require a sturdy well tested 
software application, which even with a large tech team, this type of project, it can take 12 to 24 
Months to develop from MVP, Alpha and Beta stages. Meaning two years before proper usage 
in large scale can occur. Currently it appears they have one lead developer and one contractor 
to lead this task. Post ICO, they should be expected to increase the size of this particular team.  
 
Due to the type of token, it will be only useful and perhaps valuable once the platform gains a 
significant amount of practitioners and is able to capture more local regions, to strengthen its 
footing.  
 
The communication with investors is likely to be handled well, as they have a pre-existing PR 
staff. But the current social media platforms will need to be improved to really leverage the value 
of this platform.  
 
The team of Advisors is perhaps the strongest part of this ICO. The advisory team are well 
established in themselves with strong lengthy backgrounds. This is likely to create a successful 
following and will find a market of investors. Expect price to be higher once released to 
exchanges and being a ETH Token, will be likely to be listed on EtherDelta and 0x based 
exchanges.  
 
On conclusion they have existing business and work practices in place and so far adhered to 
their public roadmap. From this based on comparables we give this ICO/business offering a 
65% out of 100% rating and would expect a fair dollar value investment return.  
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References:  
 
White Paper - https://joinwell.io/docs/joinwell-whitepaper-en.pdf 
 
MyMattrix Acquisition Original Source - Web Archive, main article has been removed.  
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